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Headteacher’s Welcome
Choosing the right school for your son or daughter is one of the major decisions
you will make as a parent. It can also be one of the most worrying - because so
much depends on it.
You hope that your child will be happy; you want him to do well; you wonder
how he’ll cope in a new and large school. He’s already probably very excited and maybe a bit nervous - at the prospect of starting in September but you want
to make sure that you have made the right choice, that you’re entrusting him to a
place where he is going to get the best of starts to what could be some of the most
important years of his life.
We are delighted that you are sending your son here, putting your faith in us.
We think that we are a good school, a caring one, where our catholic ethos
permeates everything we do. We know that our results compare very well with
many schools in Liverpool but we do not sit back on our laurels. We are always
keen to improve our standards and to ensure that the boys in our care achieve the
very best they are capable of with us.
I hope that you find this booklet useful and that it goes at least some way towards
answering the many questions you must have about our school, the subjects your
son will be studying, our school routines and policies and the way we work. If it
does not, or if there is something else you want to know about, please ask or visit
our school website at cardinal-heenan.org.uk where all our school policies are
available.
I wish you all a very warm welcome.

Ms K Smyth
Headteacher
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Home-School Agreement
The school will aim to:
 rovide a safe, happy and caring environment which
p
reflects the Catholic ethos of the school.

“

SAFER SCHOOL, SAFER CULTURE

The parents/guardians: I/We will:

v alue each student as a member of the school
community.

 nsure that my son attends school regularly, arrives
e
before 8.40am and has the necessary books and
equipment with him. We understand that the minimum
target for attendance is 97%.

 evelop the full potential of all students spiritually,
d
morally, culturally and socially.

s upport all policies and strategies that the school uses to
keep a positive working atmosphere

 rovide a curriculum that not only meets the statutory
p
requirements but also considers the individual needs of
the student.

inform the school of any concerns which may affect my
son’s work or behaviour.

 xpect and maintain high standards for both teaching
e
and learning.

s upport the school’s policies and guidelines for
attendance, punctuality, behaviour, hair and uniform.

 uild effective relationships which promote good
b
behaviour and a sense of responsibility across the
school community.
inform parents regularly of their son’s progress and
attainment.
let parents know of any concerns or problems that affect
their son’s work or behaviour.

The pupil: I WILL:

 ttend school regularly, arrive before 8.40am and bring
a
the necessary equipment with me. I understand that my
minimum target for attendance is 97%.
c onduct myself in a way that will command the respect
of others in my school community.
wear the correct school uniform and observe the rules.
c omplete my class work and homework to the best of
my ability.
c ontribute to the wider life of the school and uphold its
values - use my talents to the full.
take pride in and protect the school environment.

encourage and support my son in his home study.
 ttend parents’ meetings and any discussions about the
a
progress of my son.

Students

 ncourage my son to get involved in the wider life of the
e
school.

s et, mark and monitor homework and provide facilities
for students to study outside of school hours.
 ffer opportunities for parents/guardians to become
o
involved in the daily life of the school.

”

Parents

Excellence
Through
Partnership

School

Our Cardinal Values
Challenge
We are not
afraid to accept
new ideas
and overcome
problems

We are committed to
creating an excellent learning
environment in which all
students can reach their
potential.

Tolerance

We respect the
views and beliefs
of others

Respect for
Truth

Respect

We know that
everybody is
equally
important

We value honesty
and always try to
do what is
right

Concern
for the
Environment

Effort

We always try
to do the best
we can

We respect our
environment and
keep it clean

Achievement
We take pride
in our own
achievements and
help others to
achieve

Justice and
Fairness

We treat
everyone equally
and fairly

What will be my son’s daily timetable?

What subjects will my son study?

THE SCHOOL DAY

In Year 7 your son will follow a ‘traditional’ style curriculum, which will include:

Free breakfast available in the school canteen 8.00am - 8.30am

English

Mathematics		Science

On School Site
8.35am
Registration 8.45am – 9.00am
Period 1
9.00am – 10.00am
Period 2
10.00am – 11.00am

RE

PE		
Computing

History

Geography		
Music

Art

Drama		
Spanish

BREAK

11.00am – 11.15am

Food

Music		
Design Technology

Period 3
Period 4

11.15am – 12.15pm
12.15pm – 12.45pm

What is the school’s policy on homework?

LUNCH

12.45pm – 1.15pm (Y7 students only)

Period 4
Period 5

1.15pm
1.45pm

The demands made at secondary school mean that your son will only be able to
achieve his best if he is prepared to work regularly and conscientiously at home as
well as in school. In his first year with us, your son should be doing 45-60 minutes’
homework per night.

– 1.45pm
– 2.45pm

Assemblies/Registration

We would like to stress that the homework set will be quite varied.
Below are some of the different types of tasks that your son might be given.

Year 7 will attend Assembly once a week. On all other days, collective worship takes
place in Registration, along with Daily Notices. Assemblies and Registration are
a vital part of pupils’ school experience, covering social, emotional and spiritual
topics as well as giving important information about the day’s activities and events.

Lunchtime Arrangements
Your son may either have a school lunch or bring a packed lunch.
He must eat this in the school canteen. He is not allowed to leave the premises
during any part of the school day.

Learning
vocabulary or
spelling

Trying out a
safe
experiment
Reading
Recording
Revising

Preparing a
presentation

Developing
Classwork

Answering
Questions

Using
a library

Watching a
programme
Discussing with
family and
friends

Collecting
materials /
data

English
The pupils will study the following modules in Year 7:
Term 1: Heroes and Villains
T
 his module includes the study of Greek myths – ‘Homer’s Illiad’;
‘Odysseus’; ‘Hercules & The Hydra’; ‘Beowulf’;
Alongside this, pupils will study a range of war poetry.
Term 2: Autobiography
T
 his module includes the study of extracts from popular autobiographies:
Anne Frank, Nelson Mandela; Malala; Roald Dahl; Christie Brown,
alongside a selection of poems too.
Term 3: Shocking Shakespeare
This
module explores Shakespeare’s methods in the play, ‘Romeo and

Juliet’.
Throughout Year 7, pupils will be furthering their skills in selecting and
retrieving information; analysing a writer’s use of language and structure,
and considering how writers present characters.

Mathematics
Mathematics is a continuum; at each stage of learning students should
be able to demonstrate a deep, conceptual understanding of the topic
and be able to build on this over time. The scheme of work, whilst
challenging, also includes the revisiting and interleaving of topics
throughout the year to help retention and develop problem-solving
skills.
Mathematics is not just about being able to memorise key facts and
procedures, as this tends to lead to a superficial understanding which
can easily be forgotten. It is about applying the mathematics to
different contexts to find solutions to problems.
Term 1
Algebraic
Thinking (sequences, understanding and using algebraic

notation, equality and equivalences
Place
value and proportion (integers and decimals, fraction decimal

and percentage equivalence)
Term 2
Application
of number (solving problems with the four operations,

directed numbers)
Fractional
thinking (solving problems involving the addition and

subtraction of fractions)
Term 3
Lines
and angles (constructing, measuring and using geometric

notation)
Reasoning
with number (developing number sense, sets and

probability, prime numbers and proofs)

Extra Reading/Research
MathsWatch
BBC Bitesize

Science
Term 1
How
Science Works

Cells

Structure
and function of body systems

Particles
and atoms

Periodic
table

Acids
and alkalis

Term 2
Forces

Motion
and pressure

Space

Reproduction

Health
and lifestyle

Term 3
Metals
and acids

Separation
techniques

Waves


Extra Reading/Research
BC Bitesize
www.educationquizzes.com/ks3/science
www.scibermonkey.org

Religious Education
Year 7 students follow the ‘People of God’ programme from the
Liverpool Archdiocese. They study the following units:
W
 ho is God for the people of God?
G
 od
J esus
H
 ow do we live as people of God?
T
 he Kingdom of God
T
 he signs of Catholic identity
J udaism
W
 hat inspires and challenges the people of God?
L iving as people of God
W
 hat does it mean to be Jewish?
J ewish beliefs
J ewish practises
J ewish festivals

Physical Education
In Year 7, PE lessons will encourage pupils:
To
 develop physical competence and help promote physical
development and skilful performance
To
 know about and value the benefits of participation in physical
activity while at school and throughout life
To
 develop an appreciation of skilful and creative performance
across the areas of activity
To
 develop the ability to remember, adapt and apply knowledge,
practical skills and concepts in a variety of movement related
activities
To
 develop a knowledge of safety factors and appreciation of the
principles
of safe practice
Pupils will also develop the following:
Observational
skills

Problem
solving skills

Self-esteem
through development of physical confidence

Inter-personal
skills

In Year 7, they will participate in a range of sporting activities including:
Rugby

Football

Basketball

Athletics

Cricket

Healthy
for Life (in the Lifestyles Gymnasium)


Art

Design Technology

Food

Term 1 and 2

Students will carousel termly around the three
areas of research, design and making. By the end
of the year they will have covered all three topics
outlined below.

Theory element:

Students
explore self-identity through a project

based around portraiture.
They
investigate key artists including Lichtenstein

and Picasso, and contemporary digital artists
Craig and Karl.
Students
explore line, proportion and colour

theory whilst developing a knowledge and
understanding of a range of materials including
paint and print.
Students
develop drawing skills including

perspective, pattern and texture. They look at
artists such as Hundertwasser and his rich use of
pattern and colour.
Term 3
Students
extend skills and deepen understanding

of key elements of process and technique covered
in Terms 1 and 2 through a focused final project
entitled ‘Landscape’.
Students
create final drawings, painting and prints

around this theme.
Students
develop drawing skills to include 2

Point Perspective and gain an appreciation of
architecture.
Extra Reading/Research
Students would benefit from investigating artists who
have produced self-portraiture such as Van Gogh.
They should try to create work at home based on the
same styles.

Term 1
Research
and understanding of the five

categories of materials: natural and
manufactured timbers, paper and board,
polymers, textiles and metals and alloys.
Pupils
are to gain a broad understanding of

the classification of materials and how they are
used in industry.
Term 2
Pupils
explore communicating ideas through

2D and 3D methods of sketching. These are
later enhanced specifically looking at isometric
drawing and one point perspective.
Pupils
look at the use of quality annotations

in design work to communicate ideas and
thinking. Finally these skills are transferred
to computer using 2D design and some
experience of using Google SketchUp.
Pupils
gain an appreciation of product design.

Term 3
Pupils
make and produce a small jewellery box

using a manufactured timber using basic wood
joints and joining methods.
Pupils
use cutting shaping, and finishing

techniques to produce a dog tag.
There are after-school projects that students can
also get involved in, for example making and
personalising short tennis racquets.

Food hygiene
Health & safety in the kitchen
The Eatwell guide
The key nutriants and their functions
Food poisoning & cross-contamination
Practical element:
Basic knife skills
Cooking
method such as boiling method, frying

method and the baking method
Working
with the oven to create sweet and

savoury products
Cooking
high risk foods to kill bacteria &

prevent food poisoning - Nutritious dishes as
main meals and desserts.

Geography

History

Geography at Cardinal Heenan will teach young people about the world
and the impact that they have on the environment. Students will develop an
understanding of the interactions between people and their varied environments,
understanding how physical and human geography are interconnected.

In Year 7, pupils will cover the following:

Term 1
Fantastic places – Diverse World



Exploring the UK – Urban World



Term 2
Coasts – Water World



Weather and Climate – Atmospheric World



Term 3
Volcanoes – Dangerous World



Tourism – Shrinking World



What is History? Pupils will study the skills needed to be an effective historian.

Pupils
will be assessed on: chronology, evidence, reliability and utility.
The
 Norman Conquest: Pupils will study how William of Normandy became
king and how he consolidated his power. Pupils will be assessed on: causes
and consequences of the battle, how he kept control, the effects of his rule on
society, and source evaluation.
Medieval
Realms: Pupils will study life in medieval times and recognise

similarities and differences to life today. Pupils will be assessed on: the
development of parliament, changes in society and state, and their source
evaluation skills.
The
 Tudors: Pupils will study the Tudor Monarchs and their famous and
infamous changes to society, the Church and state. Pupils will be assessed on:
the changes to religion and the consequences of this, Elizabeth I and whether
she was the greatest Tudor monarch, and source evaluation.
Topic: The Gunpowder Plot: Pupils will study the plot to blow up King James I
and the Houses of Parliament. Pupils will be assessed on: whether the Catholics
were guilty or framed by scheming Protestants and source evaluation.

Useful books for Year 7 History:
Aaron Wilkes, ‘Britain 1066-1509 – Invasion, Plague and Murder’.
Aaron Wilkes, ‘Britain 1509-1745 – Renaissance, Revolution and Reformation’.

Computing

Spanish

Term 1

Term 1

Information
and computation, how digital systems work, how to put this

knowledge to use through programming.
Hardware
and software, health and safety, e-safety, keeping data safe,

choosing the right tool for the job.
The
 role of control technology (using Flowol), how to represent algorithms
using flow charts, how to convert between binary and denary, and the addition
of binary values.
Term 2
Using
Scratch to develop visual programming skills

Understanding
the concepts of sequence, selection and iteration in algorithms

Being
able to use data types, variables and functions to design and create an

application
Term 3
Topical project:
Create
a logo for the organisation


Topics/Skills covered: Mi Vida
¿Cómo te llamas?

Greetings
and introductions.
Basic pronunciation and alphabet.
¿Qué tipo de persona eres?

Using
the verb ‘to be’ along with
personality adjectives. Masculine
and feminine agreements.
¿Tienes hermanos?

Using
the verb ‘to have’ to talk
about how many brothers and
sisters you have.
¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños?

Numbers
1-31 and months, saying
when your birthday is.
¿Tienes mascotas?

Talking
about pets and saying what
colour they are.

Perform
investigation (copyright, plagiarism)


Term 2

Create
and use a database to organise and select the music for the event (Data

Protection Act)

Topics/Skills covered: Mi tiempo libre

Create
a spreadsheet to manage the finances for the event

Create
an audio clip to advertise the event on the radio

Create
a teaser video to advertise the event online

Create
a web-based e-newsletter

Extra Reading/Research
There are many free coding websites (e.g. CodeAcademy) that pupils can access
to develop their programming skills. Scratch is free to download and use at home
to help build on what is covered in school

¿Qué te gusta hacer?

Using
opinions to say what you like
to do in your free time.
¿Cantas Karaoke?

Saying
what you do in your free time
using the present tense of -ar verbs.
¿Qué haces cuando llueve?

Talking
about the weather and
saying what you do depending on
the weather using cuando.
¿Qué deportes haces?

Sports
and activities using jugar – to
play and hacer – to do.

¿Eres fanático?

Reading
about people’s favourite
things to do and understanding
challenging texts.
¿Qué haces en tu tiempo libre?

Taking
part in longer conversations
to say what you do in your free time.
Term 3
Topics/Skills covered: Mi insti
¿Qué estudias?

Saying
what subjects you study and
using –ar verbs to say what ‘we do’.
¿Te gustan las ciencias?

Giving
opinions on school subjects,
using me gusta(n)plus el/la/los/las
¿Qué hay en tu insti?

Describing
your school, using words
for ‘a’, ‘some’ and ‘the’.
Durante el recreo

Talking
about breaktime and using
-er and -ir verbs.
¿Te gusta tu insti?

Understanding
details about
schools.
¿Cómo es tu insti?

Writing
longer texts about your
school.
Extra Reading/Research
Linguascope, Duolingo

Music

Drama

Term 1

In year 7 the course focuses on developing subject skills such as characterisation,
interpretation of script and devising original material. The lessons also support
and develop confidence, pupil oracy, team work and communication skills.

The
 elements of music (pitch, tempo, timbre, structure, melody, dynamics,
texture)
Italian
terms for tempo and dynamics.



Singing
skills.


Keyboard
skills (‘In the Jungle’)




Term 2
Introduction
to rhythm and beat




Rhythm notation and composition
Instruments of the orchestra (Woodwind, Strings, Brass and Percussion)
Orchestral music listening (Carnival of the Animals, Pictures at An Exhibition)
Term 3
Introduction
to Musical Structures (Binary and Ternary)




Performance
– Ode to Joy




Keyboard
Skills (Pop Song)




What
makes a good song?




Extra Research
BBC
Bitesize: A young person’s guide to the orchestra




Pupils will develop their use of voice, movement and spatial awareness through
topics such as:
Script
starters




Superheroes




Silent
movies




Pupils will also explore social drama helping them to form and share opinions on
issues such as:
The
 Effects of Bullying



Family
values




Self-esteem




Pupils will have the opportunity to explore the performance skills associated with
interpreting and staging plays and given characters. They will also be offered
opportunities to devise original work and characters therefore exploring their
relativity and developing their imagination. Homework will be attached to each
unit explored and range from researching a prop or costume item, watching a
performance clip or learning spellings or subject specific vocabulary.

Class Charts
The teacher uses Class Charts to track achievement and behaviour throughout the
school day. Homework can also be viewed on Class Charts. Apps for mobile phones
are available.

Parent Mail
The school uses ParentMail as the main method of communicating with parents,
allowing them to:
Keep
track of school activities



Complete
forms


Pay
 for items using a preferred payment method



Know
what clubs are available to attend




Receive
messages from school




Top-up
dinner money




Communicating Progress
There will be a meeting during the first half-term of Year 7 for you to talk to your son’s
form tutor and to let you know how he is settling into secondary school life.
Your child’s progress will be assessed regularly during the year. You will receive regular
monitoring reports, and have the opportunity to discuss your son’s progress at parents’
evenings. You are, of course, always more than welcome to contact the school to discuss
your son’s progress or any concerns. Contact with the school should be made via the
school office and an appointment, if needed, should be made with the appropriate
member of staff, usually the form teacher.

Parents’ Evenings
These are one of the best opportunities for you to meet teachers to discuss how your
child is doing; it is important for you to attend parents’ evenings. The school operates an
online booking system for parents’ evenings and other similar events. Parents book an
appointment time to see their son’s form tutor. However, subject teachers are also seen at
the same event without an appointment system. Online bookings are made a few weeks
prior to events.

Special Educational Needs and
Disability code of practice
If your son has a particular need, he will be given extra help. We operate an
intensive programme of literacy and numeracy for children working below
expected. The Special Educational Needs and Disability code of practice covers
some students. This involves the school SENCO making contact with you so that
together we can decide how best to support your son. Support may involve the
devising of Individual Pupil Profiles or Individual Behaviour Plans (IBPs).
We want you to feel happy with all that we do and with the extra support we give. If
you feel that your son has an additional educational need, or that there has been
an additional need in the past we should know about, then please contact us.
Our SENCO, KS2-3 Co-ordinator or Deputy Head will be able to offer you
guidance and advice.

Extra-curricular activities
Alongside our academic curriculum, many extra-curricular activities take place at
school. Alongside our broad and balanced academic curriculum, many
extra-curricular activities take place. Below are just a few of them.
G
 eoClub

STEM Club

C
 omputer Science Club

A
 rt Club

D
 rama Club

D
 ebate Club

K
 eyboard

C
 hoir

S
 teel drums

F
 ootball

B
 adminton

C
 ricket

T
 able tennis

R
 ugby

Design Technology

C
 ooking Club

H
 ealthy4Life Club

Multi-sports Club

What uniform will my son need?
We believe in the importance of school uniform, and expect you to support
us by ensuring that your son attends school in the correct clothing.
Cardinal Heenan outdoor coat
B
 lack blazer with school badge

Acceptable shoes are traditional school shoes with a leather upper and a proper
sole. Kicker shoes such as this are acceptable. Their ‘trainer’ type range of shoes
are not. Clarks shoes are only acceptable if they resemble one of the images shown.
NOTE: Any shoe that looks like a trainer will not be allowed. You may be told in
shoe shops that certain shoes are acceptable when in fact they are trainers.
Trainer type shoes - including brands such as ‘Bamboos’, ‘Cruyffs’, ‘Vans’, ‘Hugo
Boss’ - are not acceptable.

Plain white shirt
Black sweater with school badge (optional)
Black trousers of normal school type
Cardinal Heenan school tie
B
 lack School Shoes (see right) –
this must be a traditional type of school shoe
School bag for equipment

Uniform is available from:
Lisa’s, 72 Priory Road, L4 2RF

Tel: 0151 264 0700

Lisa’s, 275 East Prescot Road, Knotty Ash

Tel: 0151 259 8277

White School shirt
Top button fastened, shirt tucked in

West Derby Schoolwear, 239-241 Eaton Road,
Liverpool L12 2AQ

Tel: 0151 228 7896

School tie
With the correct coloured stripes

The wearing of jewellery (including that associated with piercings) is not allowed. It
must be removed (even if it means that the piercing will heal over).

Dark Blazer - with badge
Pullover optional

We strongly recommend that all items of your son’s clothing are marked with
his name. The school is not insured for any of your son’s property, which is lost,
stolen or damaged. For that reason, we suggest that you check whether your own
household insurance policy covers any/all items of personal property brought to
school.

Black trousers
Grey/black socks with black, low-heeled
school shoes. No boots, trainers or pumps.

School coat is sold directly from the school office.

Baseball caps, hooded tops and jewellery are not a part of our school uniform and
are not to be worn to school. Any items of value should not be brought to school.

What will my son need in the way of
school equipment?


Mobile devices policy
M
 obile phones are not allowed to be on or visible when on the school site.

Several pens, preferably black

P
 arents and other relatives are asked not to attempt to contact pupils during
the school day directly. In an emergency, messages can be passed to students
via the main school office.

Highlighters

iPads and similar tablet devices should not be brought to school.

Pencil, 30sm ruler and rubber

T
 he school cannot accept any liability for lost, damaged or stolen electronic
equipment.

Pens – blue, black and red



Planner (issued by school in September)
A basic mathematics set
Scientific calculator

If a pupil has their phone or similar device out in school, it will be confiscated.
The pupil will be able to collect the device from the school office at the end of
the day.

He will need a school bag to carry his books, PE kit.

Free School Meals
What will my son need for his
PE lessons?
Students are expected to wear the correct Cardinal Heenan PE kit
as follows:
R
 ed/Black striped football shirt (Puma) with Cardinal Heenan crest school
badge
Black shorts (Puma)
Black socks (Puma)
A pair of indoor training shoes (with a light-coloured sole) and football boots are
essential items for PE lessons. Please consult members of the PE department if you
are uncertain about what is appropriate footwear for lessons.

If you think your son may be entitled to free school meals, please refer to information
on how to claim via your local council website.
(LIVERPOOL) https://liverpool.gov.uk
(KNOWSLEY) http://www.knowsley.gov.uk
The FSM voucher will be added electronically and available at the till.

Safeguarding and child protection

Team within the school

Our school is committed to safeguarding children and promoting children’s welfare
and expects all staff, governors, volunteers and visitors to share this commitment and
maintain a vigilant and safe environment. Everyone has a responsibility to act, without
delay, to protect children by reporting anything that might suggest a child is being
abused or neglected. It is our willingness to work safely and challenge inappropriate
behaviours that underpins this commitment. The school seeks to work in partnership
with families and other agencies to improve the outcomes for children who are
vulnerable or in need.’

We aim to give our students a lot of support, especially when they first start school, and
then later as they become teenagers and young men. All our staff work very closely to
support the pupils’ academic, emotional and spiritual needs.

The Designated Safeguarding Lead is our Deputy Headteacher who is supported by a
team of Deputy Designated Safeguarding Leads.
n.

The school employs a specialist counsellor. This service is available to complement the
strong pastoral support provided by school staff when specialist intervention is required.
Young people are able to access counselling in school at the point of need, taking less
time away from education, and working in an environment that they feel safe in.
We have a Chaplain who supports many of our young people.
Our Attendance / Inclusion Team works hard to support students with attendance issues
or families in need of early help.
Our SENCO provides extensive support for students’ with additional needs.

The Pastoral System

We have Behaviour Support workers who adopt a restorative justice approach to address
behaviour along with other behaviour management strategies.

The Year 7 team including a non-teaching Head of Year and 10 Form Tutors. There
are 10 tutor groups, with a maximum of 25 students in each class. We hope that
your son will stay with the same tutor from Year 7 to Year 11, as we feel that this will
benefit his development as well as communication between school and home. If you
have a concern about your son’s progress or well-being, you should usually call his
form tutor first.

Members of our Safeguarding Team act as our LAC Coordinator, Young Carer
Coordinator and Mental Health First Aiders.

Team around the school
We work extensively with professionals from a range of agencies such as:
School Health
Children’s Social Care
Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS)

Educational
Psychologist Service

Social Inclusion Team
Youth Offending Team (YOT)

We work closely with our Safer School Police Officer (SSPO) who supports the pastoral
staff. The SSPO liaise closely with both teaching and pastoral staff to support their
academic learning and outcomes of all our pupils.

Attendance and Punctuality
The school target for attendance is 97%, which means that pupils must not miss
more than 5 days of school across the school year. Students who have less than 90%
attendance in a school are classes as persistently absent. Our attendance team make
daily contact with absent students. Where concerns are raised we work with other
agencies such as Education Welfare.
Punctuality
Students who arrive at school after 8.45 will be marked late by their form tutor.
Students who arrive after 9.00 (late) need to report to the school office to ensure that
they are marked as present in the event of a fire drill or emergency. They must then go
immediately to first lesson. If your son is late, he will automatically be put on a halfhour detention. It is important that you let us know as soon as possible if there is a
good reason why he is late and should not receive the sanction.
2
 lates during one week = half an hour detention the following week
2+
 lates during one week = 1 hour detention the following week
Reporting Absence
If your school is absent for any reason, you need to phone the school office on 0151
235 1430. If your son is absent without the school being notified, then we will contact
you by text and phone. You must provide a reason or medical evidence to support his
absence.
What if my son has a medical appointment?
Medical appointments should be made out of school hours, as they count as
an absence and reduce your son’s overall attendance. Confirmation of medical
appointments that have to take place in school hours (for example, a hospital clinic
appointment) should be provided to the office. Where possible your son should
attend school and sign out during the day.
Can we take our son out of school in term time?
The school does not authorise holidays in term time. If a holiday is taken in school
time, it is likely that a Fixed Penalty Notice will be issued. You should complete a
holiday form prior to any holiday.

Behaviour for Learning
At Cardinal Heenan, we place your child’s learning and safety very firmly at the
centre of everything we do. We ensure that each young person learns to the best of
his ability and develops into a responsible, caring and well-rounded adult who is:

SAFE | HAPPY | SUCCESSFUL
The school operates a Behaviour for Learning Policy, founded on a system of
behaviour management.
How does BFL work in the classroom?
Rewards are distributed to students in the form of ‘rewards’, which are recorded on
Class Charts. All staff may give rewards, and pupils are typically rewarded for such
things as a good piece of classwork or homework, good contribution to lesson, and
subject awards.
Special
prizes will be given at Celebration Assemblies to individuals and form

groups.
Reward
point totals will be used to decide who is eligible for reward trips. Recent

reward trips have included movie afternoons, bowling and Blackpool Pleasure
Beach.
Other
prizes and incentives aimed at particular groups of students in the school

may be introduced over the school year, for example, “Golden Ticket” and
Queue Jump passes for excellent or improved attendance. Along with merit
badges for reward points and even a hot chocolate with the Headteacher to
celebrate your successes!

School Prize Nights

Cardinal Heenan Catholic High School Equal Opportunities Policy
As a Catholic school, we believe in the gospel principles of equality, respect for
self and others, justice and mutual understanding. Anything which undervalues
or dismisses the worth and dignity of another human being goes against the
Christian message and we will not accept that within our school.
Since we regard all students as being of equal value, we oppose racism because
it is totally contrary to this belief. We are committed to tackling racist behaviour
and attitudes whenever they occur. Any racist incidents are promptly dealt with or
referred to the appropriate Form Tutor or Head of Year for action to be taken. It
is also a legal requirement for us to inform the LA of any racial incidents.
The same applies to homophobic comments.

Through our curriculum, we present a balanced view of the world.
We will not tolerate bullying in our school and we have strategies for dealing
with it if and it occurs. You must inform us about any form of bullying. We can
assure you that we will act promptly and decisively.
The school’s policy statement on this - and other matters - is always available for
inspection.

Cardinal Heenan Drama

CARDINAL HEENAN
CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL
A SPORTS COLLEGE

“

God calls you to make definitive choices, and He
has a plan for each of you: to discover that plan
and to respond to your vocation is to move
toward personal fulfilment
Pope Francis

”
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